Pianoforall: A Comprehensive Review of the Online Piano Course

Introduction

Welcome to our comprehensive review of Pianoforall, the popular online piano course that has gained significant attention in the music education industry. If you're in the market for an online piano method, chances are you've come across Pianoforall and its promise to help you play piano like a pro in no time. With over 450,000 students worldwide, Pianoforall has made quite an impact with its unique chord-based approach and emphasis on practical skills. In this review, we'll delve into the details of the course, analyze its curriculum, discuss its pros and cons, and ultimately help you decide if it's worth all the hype.

What You'll Need

Before we jump into the specifics of Pianoforall, let's start by addressing the equipment and technical requirements. To fully engage with the course, you'll need access to a piano or keyboard. While the course allows some flexibility in terms of the instrument you use, we recommend starting with a 61-key keyboard at the very least. However, if you're serious about learning the piano, we strongly recommend upgrading to an 88-key digital piano with fully weighted keys for a more authentic playing experience.

In terms of technology, you'll need a device capable of opening and reading e-books in the .epub format, which is the primary format used by Pianoforall. Whether you have a Mac, PC, iPhone, iPad, or Android device, you can download the e-books and access the course content. Pianoforall suggests using the 'Kotobee reader' app for Windows and Android, as well as the 'Books' app for Mac products. Alternatively, there is also an option to download the course material in .pdf format. The website provides detailed instructions and troubleshooting tips to ensure a smooth setup process.

For a more detailed review check out DanHonMusic

What's Included

Pianoforall offers a comprehensive package of learning materials for a one-time purchase price of $49 (marked down from $79). Upon purchasing the course, you'll receive nine e-books, each focusing on different aspects of piano playing, as well as one bonus book. These e-books provide comprehensive lessons on various styles of piano music, including chords, tunes, exercises, and just enough theory to support each lesson. Additionally, the e-books come embedded with 24.5 hours of video lessons, where Robin Hall, the creator of Pianoforall, demonstrates keyboard techniques and concepts. These videos feature an animated keyboard that shows you which notes to play, helping you develop proper hand positions and auditory recognition.

One of the notable strengths of Pianoforall is the inclusion of hundreds of audio tunes and exercises. These audio samples allow you to quickly grasp the desired sound of each exercise before attempting to play it yourself. This feature is particularly beneficial for auditory learners who thrive on hearing musical examples. Furthermore, unlike many other piano platforms that operate on a subscription-based model,
Pianoforall's one-time purchase gives you unlimited access to the entire course, making it an affordable and cost-effective option in the long run.

**The Curriculum**

Pianoforall's curriculum is carefully structured to guide you through a progressive learning journey, building your skills and knowledge with each book. The course comprises ten books in total, with Book Nine being the only one that can be used at any time. The curriculum encourages reading the books in order to ensure a logical progression of concepts and techniques. However, it's important to note that Pianoforall updated its material in 2022 based on student feedback, incorporating more modern songs, improved explanations, and higher-quality videos and audio.

Let's explore the main highlights of each book.

**Book One: Party Time - Rhythm Style Piano**

Book One serves as an introduction to the course, focusing on rhythm style piano. It covers basic chords, rhythms, and techniques that allow you to start playing popular songs right away. The emphasis is on developing a strong sense of rhythm and groove.

**Book Two: Blues & Rock n Roll**

Book Two delves into the world of blues and rock 'n' roll. You'll learn various blues progressions, boogie-woogie patterns, and how to add bluesy licks and riffs to your playing. This book aims to develop your improvisation skills and expand your understanding of the blues genre.

**Book Three: Incredible Inversions**

Book Three introduces the concept of inversions, which are essential for creating beautiful chord progressions and smooth transitions. You'll learn about different chord inversions and how to apply them creatively in your playing. This book also includes exercises and practice tunes to reinforce your understanding.

**Book Four: Chord Magic**

Book Four takes a deep dive into chords and chord progressions. It covers advanced chord voicings, harmonizing melodies, and exploring different musical styles. This book aims to expand your chord vocabulary and enable you to create rich and harmonically diverse arrangements.

**Book Five: Advanced Chords**

Book Five continues to build on your chord knowledge by introducing advanced chord types, such as suspended, diminished, and augmented chords. You'll also learn about chord extensions and altered chords, which add complexity and color to your playing. This book provides a solid foundation for more advanced harmonic concepts.

**Book Six, Seven, Eight, Nine: Styles**

Books Six through Nine focus on different musical styles: Ballad, Jazz, Advanced Blues, and Classical Piano. Each book explores the techniques, scales, and patterns unique to the genre. You'll learn to play
songs from various artists and styles while honing your skills within each specific genre. These books offer flexibility, allowing you to focus on your preferred styles.

**Book Ten: Speed Learning**

Book Ten, also known as the Speed Learning book, aims to help you read sheet music fluently and play at a faster pace. It covers sight-reading techniques, music theory, and provides exercises to enhance your reading skills. This book is designed to equip you with the ability to learn and play music efficiently.

**Pros and Cons**

Now, let's discuss some of the pros and cons of Pianoforall:

**Pros:**

- Immediate hands-on approach: Pianoforall gets you playing the piano from the start, which is motivating and enjoyable.
- Emphasis on practical skills: The course focuses on teaching you practical skills such as playing by ear, improvising, and composing melodies, which are often overlooked in traditional piano methods.
- Broad range of musical styles: Pianoforall covers a wide variety of musical styles, allowing you to explore and develop skills in different genres.
- Clear and concise explanations: Robin Hall provides clear explanations and demonstrations throughout the course, making it accessible for beginners.
- One-time purchase: Unlike subscription-based platforms, Pianoforall offers a one-time purchase, providing lifetime access to the course materials.

**Cons:**

- Limited emphasis on classical repertoire: While Pianoforall covers various musical styles, its focus is more contemporary, and it doesn't delve extensively into classical repertoire or advanced classical techniques.
- Self-paced learning: While self-paced learning can be a positive aspect, some students may prefer a structured curriculum with personalized feedback from a teacher.
- Limited interaction and feedback: Pianoforall is a self-study course, so there's limited interaction and feedback compared to in-person or live online lessons.

**Who Is This Course Best For?**

Pianoforall is well-suited for beginners and intermediate players who want to learn piano in a self-paced manner and explore various musical styles. It is particularly appealing to those who prefer a chord-based approach and want to start playing songs quickly. The course is designed for individuals who enjoy learning independently and are motivated to practice regularly.

**Final Thoughts**
Pianoforall offers a unique and accessible approach to learning the piano. By combining a chord-based method with a focus on practical skills and a wide range of musical styles, it aims to make the learning process enjoyable and rewarding. While it may not cater to every individual's specific preferences or goals, it has garnered positive reviews from many students who have found success and enjoyment in their piano journey with Pianoforall.